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ABSTRACT
An online web application called Student-Trade has been developed. It is a state-of-theart platform for direct consumer-to-consumer trading in the Internet. The platform is
targeted for direct consumer-to-consumer trading among university students. The items
for trading include books, electronics, sports equipment and tutorial materials. This
paper is on the design intelligence of the Student-Trade web application. One objective is
to help the user to decide on the selling price of his item when the item is being posted in
the web application.The system integrates a hybrid neighbourhood search algorithm for
determining the price of sale item when it is placed for trading in the Internet. Data
mining techniques are explored for efficient processing of a vast amount of information
in the database tables. In addition, the trading system would also have the intelligence of
recommending items or products to a potential buyer given the previous purchase
patterns.
Keywords—Price prediction, Product recommendation, Hybrid neighborhood search algorithm ,
Cosine method

I.

INTRODUCTION

The rapid development of information
technology has facilitated an elegant trading
environment in the Internet. An online web
application called Student-Trade has been
developed. It is a state-of-the-art platform
for direct consumer-to-consumer trading in
the Internet. The platform is targeted for
direct
consumer-to-consumer
trading
among university students. It is developed
using ASP.NET, the .NET framework,
HTML, CSS and SQLServer. The objective
is to help the user to decide on the selling
price of the sale item. In addition, the web
application can also have features of a
recommender system. The decision support
system is embedded with a hybrid
neighbourhood search algorithm, with
emphasis
on
solving
a
pricerecommendation problem in a real-world
internet trading platform. One specific
feature is that the system can be made
adaptive to the user.
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II.

PROBLEM STATEMENT

Buying and selling products to the desired
customers/students is a challenging task in
the current trading business and also there is
a need of a platform for the students to
perform transaction of goods with other
students within a small social network.
An online web application called
Student-Trade platform is targeted for direct
consumer-to-consumer trading among
university students.
The objective is to help the user to
decide on the selling price of the sale item.
In addition, the web application can also
have features of a recommender system.
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METHODOLOGY

B.Development Module: This module
describes the system we are developing. It
takes the input i.e. the seller, buyer and
products information and algorithms to
predict the cost of the sale item as well as to
recommend the products to buyers from the
server. The system is developed and is then
available for use by sellers, buyers and
visitors.
C.Client Module: It is divided into 4 submodules.

Figure 1.1:Architecture of the system
Figure 1.1 shows the architecture of the
system the architecture, the seller uploads
the items for sale and the cost of the
uploaded item is predicted by the system
using hybrid neighbourhood search
algorithm. Buyer browses these uploaded
items and places order for them. By using
the transaction history of the buyer the
system recommends items using similarity
between the neighbours. The server holds
the information about the sellers , buyers,
previous traded items, current sale items,
discount info etc.
The system has 3 modules. They are
A.ServercModule: The main functionality
of this module is to predict the appropriate
cost of the product based on the previous
transaction history of the user. Another
important function is to provide the
recommendation of the product according to
the student interest. The above mentioned
functionality is achieved using following
algorithms
We make use of “hybrid neighborhood
search algorithm” for determining the price
of sale item when it is placed for trading.
Association Rules is used for the
recommendations of products to students.
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Administrator : Administrator is the owner
of the system having full authority and is the
one who maintains the entire trading
system.
Seller: Seller is a university student who
places the products for selling and receives
services from the trading system by logging
in to the application by providing the login
id and password given by the administrator
and then uploads the product details and
related features or attributes.
Buyer: Buyer is also a university student
who purchases the products from the seller
and the system recommends the products for
the potential buyers based on their buying
history.
Visitor: Visitor is the one who visits the
trading system and has limited accessibility
that is can view only certain functionalities
like Home page, About us, Contact us,
Services, View recent products and their
cost details uploaded by sellers.
IV. IMPLEMENTATION
A.Algorithm for Price Prediction (Hybrid
Neighborhood search algorithm)
Scan the dataset (storage servers) retrieval
of required data for mining from the servers
such as database, cloud, excel sheet. :
Calculate the probability of each attribute
value. Multiply the probabilities by p for
each class, here we multiple the results of
each attribute with p and final results are
used for classification. Compare the values
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and classify the attribute values to one of the
predefined set of class.
B.Recommendation Process
The representation of user (student)
information and the purchasing history of
attractions by student need to be analyzed
and modeled. Then generation of neighbor
users (students) and similarity of students
can be computed according to the buying
history data and the collaborative filtering
algorithm. A neighbor student list can be
calculated on the basis of known
similarities. The generation of attraction
recommendations. Top-N attractions will
recommended to the student according to
the buying history of his neighbors.

Figure 2.2: Recommendation of the
product
Figure 2.2 shows the page that recommends
the products for the buyers based on the
buyer’s transaction history.

V.EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

Figure 2.3: Student browse the product
Figure 2.1: System predicts the cost of
product
Figure 2.1 shows the page where the system
predicts the cost of the uploaded item and
the student can set or reset the constraints
for the product.
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Figure 2.3 shows the page for the student to
browse the products uploaded by the Seller
and can place order for the products.
CONCLUSIONS
There are currently many online trading
platforms in the Internet. However, they
have various drawbacks and are not
welcome by university students who just
want a simple and yet intelligent and userfriendly platform for trading on campus (or
within a small community). This paper is
focused on the development of web
application to facilitate such a need with an
aim to providing an intelligent userinterface to both the sellers and the
buyers.For a seller, the intelligent trading
platform would suggest a price for the sale
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item. For a buyer, the intelligent trading
platform can gather information on his
previous purchased items from the
databases. Also, buyer can express his
interests or post requests for certain
desirable items. The recommender system
would then recommend sale items to the
potential buyer. Overall, the platform
targeted for direct consumer-to-consumer
trading would be more intelligent, simplerto-use and more user friendly.
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